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An Introduction to the Modeling of Neural Networks (Collection Alea-Saclay: Monographs and Texts in Statistical Physics)Cambridge University Press, 1992

	This text is a graduate-level introduction to neural networks, focusing on current theoretical models, examining what these models can reveal about how the brain functions, and discussing the ramifications for psychology, artificial intelligence, and the construction of a new generation of intelligent computers. The book is divided into four...
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Encyclopedia of Business & Finance 2 VOL SET(Encyclopedia of Business and Finance)Macmillan Technical, 2006
Business is the backbone of American society and is one of the keys to making our system work as well as it has for over two hundred years. Yet as a body of knowledge, business is much younger, and in its brief history, there have been few attempts to present the discipline of business in a single place. The major purpose of the Encyclopedia of...
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The Brazil Reader: History, Culture, Politics (The Latin America Readers)Duke University Press, 2019

	
		From the first encounters between the Portuguese and indigenous peoples in 1500 to the current political turmoil, the history of Brazil is much more complex and dynamic than the usual representations of it as the home of Carnival, soccer, the Amazon, and samba would suggest. This extensively revised and expanded second edition of...
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The Theory of CompositesCambridge University Press, 2001
"...there existed no book or review paper that would allow a newcomer to get a general knowledge of the state of the art. The book of Graeme Milton fills this gap, and it does the job in a splendid manner that will make it the reference book on composite materials for a long time."   Mathematical Reviews     

       The theory...
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Web Page Scripting TechniquesHayden, 1996

	Web Page Scripting Techniques takes the latest techniques in scripting and breaks them down step by step into easy-to-understand tutorials. More than one hundred specifically selected Web pages are used to illustrate advanced scripting techniques - always with a design sensibility and an emphasis on choosing the least complex way of getting...
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The Beginner's Guide to Real Estate InvestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Everything you need to know to begin acquiring properties––now!
    No matter what obstacles you think you face, real estate still offers you multiple money making opportunities. In The Beginner’s Guide to Real Estate Investing, successful investor and author Gary Eldred presents the tools and...
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IBM DB2 9 New FeaturesMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Get up to speed quickly on the new features in IBM DB2 9

In this book, the IBM expert authors provide you with comprehensive technical details and real-world business uses for all of the exciting new features in the current release of DB2 9. You’ll learn about the capabilities found in pureXML as well as administrative enhancements...
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Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach (6th Edition)Pearson Education, 2012

	Welcome to the sixth edition of Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach. Since

	the publication of the first edition 12 years ago, our book has been adopted for use at

	many hundreds of colleges and universities, translated into 14 languages, and used

	by over one hundred thousand students and practitioners worldwide. We’ve heard...
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Digital Photography For Dummies (For Dummies (Computers))For Dummies, 2005

	Isn’t that digital camera so cool? There must be a hundred things it will do that you haven’t really figured out yet, right? For that matter, just getting the hang of all the features you DO know about may be keeping you busy. With your digital camera, you can

	
		See immediately whether you got...
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The Professional Services Firm BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
If you assessed the available books on the topic of managing professional
service firms, you probably arrived at the same conclusion we did about a
year ago. You can find over a hundred books on the topic. Ninety-five percent
of these books are written for the independent consultant who wants to
learn how to incorporate, how to...
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Koi For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
Welcome to Koi For Dummies, a book designed for two purposes — to tell you about the beautiful fish known as koi and to make koi-keeping so simple you’ll wonder why you didn’t pick up this hobby eons ago.

What’s so much fun about koi? They’re gorgeous fish, and they’ve been selectively bred for more...
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The Relational Database Dictionary, Extended Edition (Firstpress)Apress, 2008

	Chris Date, one of the founders of the relational model, has updated and expanded his relational database dictionary to be current with over 900 terms.


	What you’ll learn

	
		Over 900 relational database terms defined
	
		Precise and concise definitions, unlike those found on...
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